
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
software quality test engineer. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list
of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for software quality test engineer

Identify and improve the Testing/automation architecture continuously to
reduce the testing cycle time enabling the CI\CD models, working closely
with different teams
Design/develop and maintain KPI driven testing/automation framework for
continuous improvement
Conduct Due-diligence, POC, implement and develop custom framework
solutions for ERP, Web, CRM, mainframe and other e-commerce applications
Define and design Test Environment, including service virtualization, and test
data management solutions working with application team(s) following
Agile/SCRUM/Waterfall models
Maintain, plan and implementation of required upgrades for the Selenium,
Confluence, Cucumber, Behave Pro, Maven, HP UFT, HP ALM, Worksoft
Certify, Atlassian (JIRA/addins) tools and other OpenSource tools
Develop required Java/ VB/Python wrapper classes to enable technology
integration
Debug automation framework and resolve technical issues working with
vendors and application teams
Add to our company’s testing efforts and improve the test frameworks, tools
and technologies used by the organization to maintain a high quality software
Work with Developers, support and technical teams to design and implement
test and validation strategies

Example of Software Quality Test Engineer Job
Description
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Qualifications for software quality test engineer

Deeply technical and proficient in at least one programming or scripting
language (Java, Python, Scala)
Knowledge of a programming/scripting langage is required
Good understanding of object oriented programming, J2EE architecture,
.NET
Good understanding of SQL Server and Oracle databases
Experience developing tests and test automation tools in Python, TCL and
shell
Must be willing to comply with pre-employment screening, including but not
limited to drug testing, verification of previous employment, criminal history
and educational background


